
 
 

MAJOR WORKS DONE DURING LOCKDOWN 
1. In Asangaon- Kasara Section 23 Nos. badly rusty portal booms and 46 Nos. Upright masts 

cut and removed. In this section together line block margin is very less, TRD Department 
utilised lockdown period for removal of these masts. These masts were about 70 years old 
and some even of British Time. Also, 2 portals and 8 upright/mast are also cut and removed 
in VDLR area of CLA district. 
 

 
2. 418 No. X-over points overhauled which require power block of together lines and availability 

of power block is difficult due to increasing traffic in Mumbai Division. 

 
3. Checking and maintaining critical clearance under 87 No. of ROB/ FOB done in entire BB 

Division. 



4. 527.281 TKM AOH, TW Checking and CWWR of OHE is done. Also 150 nos rusty brackets 
are replaced, 5.504 Km Catenary & 3.408 Contact wire replaced and 200 mtrs redundant 
OHE removed.  
 

 
5. 2849 TKM live line inspection and foot patrolling of the section 

 
6. 15800 No. of bonding and it’s connections are ensured and Meggering& checking of earth 

resistance of 1362 No. of Eps. 

 
7. AOH/POH of 166 No. ATD are done. 

 



8. 33 No. of cross feeder are removed/replaced. 

 
9. Checking of 58 NS-PTFE/section insulators type 

 
10. 7 nos new overlap formed in KYN, LNL and JNJ jurisdiction. 

                              
 

11. Major OHE modification works related to 7 nos Engineering FOB&Girder 
launching/dismantling and 2 nos Culvert works carried out in KYN and CLA Distt. 
 

                         



12. Miscellaneous Safety related works, as 22 No. unauthorized TV cable wires removed which 
could have caused OHE breakdown; 2946 Points Thermography of OHE is done; AT, NS, SI 
TC. Inspection. 
 

13. 110 KV transmission lines related tree cutting work completed   (120 Spans) and replacement 
of 22 flashed /chipped insulators of 110 KV Transmission line. 

                    
 

              
14. 110 KV Transmission Line foundation re-strengthen work done. 

                
 

 



15. 26000 No. insulators cleaned using in house technology of high pressure jet which enables 
railway to keep physical distance while work as this technique requires very less manpower. 
Also 120 nos of flash/chipped insulators are replaced. 

 
16.  66 No. tunnel OHE overhauled in Ghat sections. 

 
17. 34 No. Substations and Switching posts overhauling done by Power System Installation staff. 

 



 
18. 11 nos of weak foundations are strengthen as premonsoon activities. 

                      
19. 25 nos cable joint done/replaced due to its failure/low IR value. 

                 
20. 110 kV transmission system: 103 nos of Tower are earthed, 29 km of its earth wire are 

replaced, 22 nos of fashed/chipped insulators are replaced, 5 km of DOG conductors are 
replaced etc.. 

                                                 
 


